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Blossom end rot in tomatoes is one of the most common tomato problems 
gardeners face. But the good news is that it’s very easy to prevent, treat and even 
reverse the problem in your tomato plants. 

Have you ever gone out to your garden only to find tomatoes that looked great yesterday 
starting to develop ugly black spots on the end? 

It can sure be discouraging right? But don’t worry it’s easy to fix! 

The main cause of leathery black spots on the end of your tomatoes is a problem called 
blossom end rot. It’s one of the easiest problems you can prevent when growing 
tomatoes. 

 

What Is Blossom End Rot? 



Blossom end rot starting to form on half grown tomatoes. 

When you start seeing black spots starting to form on the end of your tomatoes, your first 
thought might be that you have a disease problem. But blossom end rot is a physiological 
problem, not a disease. 

It’s caused by a calcium imbalance happening inside of your tomato plant but it’s easy to 
prevent, control, and cure with the right care. 

You can recognize this problem easily as it starts to form on tomatoes either green or 
ripe. 

At first, it looks like a soft, watery spot on the end of the tomato. Eventually, it turns into a 
brown, scab-like patch with a leathery texture. 

What Causes Blossom End Rot In Tomatoes? 

1. Watering Fluctuations 

The main cause of blossom end rot is improper watering it can be from changes in natural 
rainfall or irrigation making the soil too wet or to dry. 

This causes the plant to not be able to absorb enough calcium for good fruit development. 



However, it’s also possible to have blossom end rot problems from cold soil, high salt 
levels, root damage, excess nitrogen, or the wrong soil pH. 

How To Prevent Blossom End Rot 

 

Tomatoes starting to ripen with blossom end rot on the bottoms. 

1. Water Consistently 

It’s very important to water your tomato plants regularly to maintain a consistent level of 
moisture in the soil over your growing season. 

When the hot summer weather arrives, water your tomatoes 1 to 2 times a week as 
needed. Make sure to water them deeply so the soil is moist down to about 6 inches 
(15.24 cm). 

Deeper watering encourages the roots to grow deep into the ground where the moisture 
level is more consistent. 

Take care not to overwater though. Plants should not be sitting in soggy soil as this can 
also stress them and stop the proper uptake of calcium or cause tomatoes to split open. 

2. Use the Right Tomato Fertilizer 

You might be tempted to use a high nitrogen fertilizer so your tomato plants look large 
and bushy. But that’s will only harm your tomato plants in the end. 



Fertilizing with too much nitrogen can also cause your plants to not absorb the calcium 
they need. These are ammoniacal nitrogen fertilizers such as ammonium nitrate, 
ammonium sulfate and most all in one fertilizes like the 10-10-10 mix. 

Instead, try using a fertilizer that is low in nitrogen and high in phosphorous. Calcium 
nitrate is a great choice for side dressing tomato plants. 

3. Mulch Well 

Mulching helps maintain an even moisture in the soil. 

 

So mulching deeply around your plants with straw, wood chips, or your other favorite 
organic mulch will help to lengthen the amount of time needed between watering and 
protect the plants from quick changes in soil moisture. 

4. Warm Soil 

Come spring, you are really excited to get your tomato plants in the garden as soon as 
possible. But make sure to wait until the soil has warmed up first. 

Plants can’t properly take nutrients from the soil when it’s colder than their normal growing 
needs. 

5. Carful Weeding 

Sometimes blossom end rot can happen when you are too aggressive with soil cultivation 
around your plants. 

This can damage the roots and interfere with their ability to take up nutrients from the soil 
to properly feed the growing tomato plant. 

Stick to surface weeding and use hand weeding or mulch to suppress weeds closer to 
the plants to avoid damage. 

How Do I Fix Blossom End Rot on My Tomatoes? 
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Paste tomatoes starting to form blossom end rot. 

After finding this problem in your garden you are probably wondering, can you stop 
blossom end rot once it starts right? 

Don’t worry if you already have tomatoes suffering from blossom end rot you can still save 
them. 

Unfortunately, the fruit that already has the black scab on the bottom can’t be reversed. 

You can either pick them off early and compost them or let them grow and just slice off 
the ugly end before using if the damage isn’t too bad. 

But with a little care, you can turn the plants around. 

First, make sure to use the preventative tips above to make sure you are watering 
correctly and consistently. 

Then you can try giving your plants a calcium boost. Most of the time there is already 
enough calcium in your soil but giving a boost that can be easily absorbed by the plants 
can really help. 

There are many ways you can do this including adding crushed eggshells to your soil. 
But it takes time for those to break down into something your plants can use. 

Instead, try using a powdered bone meal fertilizer that can be dissolved in water. This 
is naturally high in calcium and easily absorbed by plants. 

Another option is to use powdered milk. It can be mixed lightly into the soil around the 
plants or mixed up as a liquid and cut half and half with water, then used to water your 
plants. 



Lime can also be used but only if a soil test shows you have a PH problem. 

Of these 3 options, the bone meal fertilizer is my favourite because it’s easy to apply and 
doesn’t cause any odor problems in the garden as milk can occasionally. 

What About Epsom Salts? 

Epsom salts have long been said to prevent blossom end rot. But this long-time cure 
could actually be causing the problem in your garden. 

Epsom salts contain magnesium sulfate, not calcium. Adding Epsom salt to your soil 
could actually cause rot to form because the magnesium and calcium compete for 
absorption by the plant. 

Remember that tomatoes are pretty easy to grow, that’s why they are such a popular 
garden vegetable. Just take care to water them properly from the beginning and if needed 
add a boost of calcium to your soil. 

Comments 

How often should calcium be added to established tomato plants once end blossom rot? 
i.e. powdered milk, tums, calcium nitrate 

You can also add crushed up Tums tablets to the hole when you plant your tomatoes or 
after they are grown you can push down into the soil beside the base of the plant to help 
give it calcium. 
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